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1. Time of release in case of DUX with MRN 

2. Specification of document coding  

3. Gate-In and release status for B-Numbers 

4. Booking number becomes mandatory in case of LCL consignments  

5. Requests for simplified data acquistion 

 
 
The ZAPP Circular no. 36 provides information about changes concerning the 
ZAPP application, developed and agreed by the ZAPP working group (ZAPP AG) 
respectively resulting from current customs requirements. 
 
The necessary implementation guides can be found on our homepage 
www.dakosy.de/loesungen/zollabwicklung/zapp-sea/edi-handbuecher/. 

1. Time of release in case of DUX with MRN  
For the declaration case DUX (in a HDS/GM01) it is possible to deliver the MRN of 
a prior-made exit summary declaration without any direct involvement of ATLAS. 
The time of release of the prior-made Exit Summary Declaration has to be stated in 
such case (cf. last ZAPP Circular 35). 
The release is communicated with the message „E_EXS_STA“ from ATLAS. The 
time of release from the perspective of ZAPP is the time of receipt of the message 
mentioned above. Specifications like „00:00“, the actual time or date and the time 
when receiving the MRN are not allowed..  
The clarification will also be added within the corresponding 
documentation/manuals.  

2. Specification of document coding 
The document coding, required in course of submitting the exit summary 
declaration, e.g. „Y920/IR“, have to be entered within the field „Goods description“, 
unless they cannot be specified in the intended field „documents/certificates“ due 
to plausibility checks.  The same applies for coding by which necessary special 
instructions, according to the requirements of the embargo law, are submitted.   

3. Gate-In and release status for B-numbers 
As previously announced, B-numbers will also be explicitly labelled with the status 
“Release” (RLS). A B-number is initially labelled with the status „not released“ 
(NRL). The status “Release” will be assigned by ZAPP and transmitted to the 
participants, provided that   

 the consignment is located in Hamburg (Gate-In or discharged) 

 the 2 hour time limit has expired  
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 no STOP is available  

 

Please note, that software changes are necessary due to modified 
processes! 

 

The automated processes IMP  ZAPP are adjusted correspondingly.  

The changes become active on 01.11.2017 and apply only for B-numbers, which 
were created after entry the changes came into force. For B-numbers which were 
created earlier the 2 hour rule is still valid and no “release” status will be 
transmitted.  

4. Booking number becomes mandatory in case of LCL 
consignments  

The specification of the booking number becomes mandatory in case of LCL 
consignments. Likewise, the corresponding check will be activated on 01.11.2017. 

5. Requests for simplified data acquisition  
This option was originally intended for the recording of data of a special Export 
Declaration (Ausfuhrkontrollmeldung) or the Export Declaration in paper form. Due 
to legal changes these special Export Declaration (Ausfuhrkontrollmeldung) are no 
longer created and export declarations in paper form only occasionally in case of a 
system breakdown. The procedure for the request for such a simplified procedure 
will therefore be terminated. 
 
If the Export documents in case of the declaration cases AUS, MIT, SBF or EUB 
contain several positions, it is sufficient to record a general goods description at 
position 1 in ZAPP. In the future, the permission of the customs office Waltershof is 
no longer required in each single case. However, the customs office Waltershof 
must be able to evaluate the goods type by means of the goods description 
(example: „spare parts for food industry machines”).  
 
 

 
 


